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REV: I22

Aperta Internal IP20
250kg Holding Force Magnetic Lock

with Lock Status LED & Contact c/w Z & L Bracket



12/24V DC connector, connect to lock 
body to change input voltage

Red & Green Indicator for lock status:
Power on & pull in place: Red LED
Power on & Lock is open: Green LED

Hall Interface:
When the “Hall Interface” is connected and 
then detects the lock is pulling in the armature, 
the relay is triggered and the NC & NO outputs 
are switched.

Optional connection method of backflow prevention diode:
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Backflow prevention diode
A1ML250

Grey-white ring

(Positive electrode)+

(Negative Electrode)-

Connection method of back flow prevention diode:
A: Connect the negative electrode of diode with the positive electrode of lock body
B: Connect the positive electrode of diode with the negative electrode of lock body

Using an EVBPSBB* 12V 13.8V
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+ on the Maglock is connected to
(+)E-Lock output on the EVBPSBB

GND on the Maglock is connected to
(+)E-Lock output on the EVBPSBB
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Optional bracket 
installation
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E&OE - Errors and Omissions Excepted. I22

1. When installing the armature plate, please do not tighten the screws too tightly
and allow the rubber gasket to have proper elasticity, so that the armature plate
can automatically align itself to the correct position and magnetise with the magnet.

2. The magnetic lock uses the principle of generating magnetic flux from an energizing coil.
Therefore the heating of the magnetic coil is normal, and is normal at 45°C (± 10%)

3. *EVBPSBB sold separately, (optional) diode not included


